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New features of swirling jets
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Important new features are found for a family of swirling jets with velocityv;z2n, wherez is the
distance from the jet origin. First, there is a sharp minimum of the pressure coefficient at a certain
value of the swirl numberSw which is nearlyn independent; this feature can be utilized in
technological devices. Second, asSw increases, a separation zone develops, where the fluid is not
at rest in the inviscid limit~contrary to the claims of recent vortex breakdown theories!. These
results are obtained under the boundary layer approximation for incompressible jets characterized
by n andSw5vfm /vzm, wherevfm andvzm are the maximal values of the swirl and longitudinal
velocities atz5const. Unlike prior results viewed in terms of parameterL ~which is thevf /vz ratio
at the outer edge of the jet!, the solution dependence onSw is found similar for bothn,1 andn.1.
For anyn, ~a! the pressure coefficient is minimum atSw'0.65; ~b! two solutions exist forSw
,Swf ~fold value!, none forSw.Swf ; ~c! asSwdecreases, the jets either consolidate near the axis
or separate from it, depending on the solution branch; and~d! the flow in the separation zone tends
to become swirl-free and potential. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
@S1070-6631~00!01311-8#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Typical features of swirling flows include the develo
ment of recirculatory zones,1,2 two or more states occurrin
at the same values of control parameters,3,4 and jump transi-
tions between flow states.5 Although these effects are of bot
fundamental and practical interest—being observed
tornadoes,3 over delta wings of aircraft,5 and in vortex
devices4—there is still no consensus on the explanation
their mechanisms.

Consider, for example, a flow over a delta wing~inset in
Fig. 1!. Flow separation from the leading edge provides
source of vorticity~vortex sheet!, which accumulates in a
core ~strips c in the inset, and the bold line and the shad
area in the main plot of Fig. 1!. The core develops due to th
roll-up of the vortex sheet, which generates a swirl.6 The
swirl induces a pressure drop toward the axis of rotati
thus attracting other streamlines to the axis. This further
cuses the swirl and the longitudinal momentum in the co
thus generating a strong swirling jet.

Figure 1 also schematically shows the dependence o
longitudinal velocity (Uc scaled by the free stream veloci
U`! and pressure (pc scaled by the atmospheric pressurep`!
on the distance from the wing tip~s scaled by its length ove
the wing! along the core. The velocity increases and the pr
sure drops in region I~jet formation!. First, these effects
saturate, due to~turbulent! diffusion of vorticity from the
core, and thenUc decreases andpc rises in region II~forma-
tion of annular jet; see below!. The flow reverses~i.e., Uc

,0! in region III ~vortex breakdown ‘‘bubble’’!, and, fi-

a!Electronic mail: mece21w@jetson.uh.edu
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nally, Uc andpc recover toU` andp` in region IV ~vortex
wake!.

Since the vortex lift occurs because pressure above
wing is smaller~due to the vortex! than pressure below th
wing, an increase in the area of low pressure can sign
cantly enhance the lift. One goal of this paper is to exam
what flow pattern corresponds to the pressure minimum. T
knowledge, along with proper control methods~e.g., using
winglets and blowing!, can help to expand the region of low
pressure and thus to increase the vortex lift of delta win
and to intensify adiabatic cooling caused by pressure dro
vortex refrigerators.

Another goal of this paper concerns a fundamental pr
lem of vortex breakdown. The main difficulty of invisci
theories is that neither the Bernoulli head nor the circulat
in a vortex breakdown ‘‘bubble’’ can be predicted. Previo
attempts to overcome this indeterminacy have involved c
jectures~i! that a fluid in the bubble is stagnant or~ii ! that the
head and circulation inside the bubble are analytical conti
ations of those outside. Here we examine whether these
jectures are valid for swirling jets by studying the features
viscous solutions, as viscosity tends to zero.

Both for applications and for fundamental aspects of
problem, similarity solutions are helpful, because they
duce the problem to ordinary differential equations, allowi
drastically simpler and parametric analyses. This simplic
comes at a price: the solutions can model only certain
gions of practical flows, e.g., away from boundaries a
stagnation points. Despite this limitation, similarity solutio
allow wide parametric analyses and, thus, describe m
flows, show common features, and illuminate their physi
reasons. For example, conical solutions~where the velocity
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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2869Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 11, November 2000 New features of swirling jets
is inversely proportional to the distance from the origin! re-
veal the development of flow reversal, the nonuniquenes
flow states, and hysteretic transitions.3,7,8

Long7 was the first to study conical swirling jets in th
boundary layer approximation and to find a fold catastrop
two solutions exist forM.M f53.74, one solution exists fo
M5M f , and no solution exists forM,M f ; M is the flow
force divided by the square of the circulation andM f is the
value ofM at the fold. Burggraf and Foster3 interpreted this
feature in terms of vortex breakdown and related it to abr
transitions between flow states observed in tornadoes.

The mechanism of abrupt transitions was explained
ing conical solutions of the full Navier–Stokes equations.8 In
particular, flow reversal was found to occur even in a cre
ing flow, while hysteresis appears through a cusp catastro
as Reynolds number Re exceeds some threshold value.
value is sufficiently large for the asymptotic approach~i.e.,
Re→`! to be applicable. This limiting case allows analytic
solutions which reveal reasons for fold bifurcation and h
teresis.

An advantage of the asymptotic approach is that the
ler and boundary layer equations admit a more general f
ily of similarity solutions than do the Navier–Stokes equ
tions. The study of swirling flows in the boundary lay
approximation has a long history.9 Hall10 treated vortex
breakdown as a failure of the quasicylindrical~i.e., boundary
layer! approach for near-axis flows—the effect being simi
to that in flow separation from a wall. However, away fro
stagnation points,self-similar boundary layer solutions ca
describe flow reversal as found by Long7 for the v;1/z
flows; z is the distance from the jet origin.

Fernandez-Feriaet al.11 extended the Long jet7 to thev
;1/zn flows. This significant advance~like the Falkner–
Skan generalization of the Blasius flow! allows the modeling
of a larger number of practical flows in comparison with t
Long solution. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the meridio
motion for a two-cell swirling flow described by thev
;1/zn solutions. The cylindrical coordinates (r ,f,z) are
used here withr scaled to blow up the vicinity of the axis o
symmetry,z. Curves 1 and 2 are typical streamlines in t

FIG. 1. Schematic of distribution of the longitudinal velocity~curve
Uc /U`! and pressure~curve pc /p`! along the vortex core~c in inset, and
the bold line and the shaded region in the main plot! over a delta wing. The
core develops into a swirling jet in region I, the jet is annular in region
region III is a vortex breakdown bubble, and region IV is a vortex wake
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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flow cells separated by a surface of revolution, which is co
cal at n51 ~line S1!. CurvesSn.1 and Sn,1 show the me-
ridional section~f5const! of this separating surface~bound-
ary of the recirculatory zone! for the n.1 andn,1 cases,
respectively.

Since thev;1/zn solutions are singular atz50 for n
.0, they cannot model a realistic flow in the vicinity of
stagnation point, say, inside a sphere of radiusRi in Fig. 2.
Nevertheless, the solutions provide satisfactory local
proximations of realistic flows both upstream and dow
stream of the stagnation point. For example, upstream of
vortex breakdown position above a delta wing, the vorte
core flow is a strong swirling jet, with its maximum longitu
dinal velocity five times the free stream velocity.12 The v
;1/zn one-cell solutions withn.1 can approximate the vi
cinity of vortex core where the flow accelerates from t
free-stream to maximum velocity~see Sec. VIII!. Down-
stream of vortex breakdown, two-cell solutions withn>1
locally approximate bubblelike and conical recirculato
zones. Two-cell solutions withn,1 help model the outflow
of vortex suction devices where a concave surface sepa
flow cells.8

Comparison of these solutions with experiment~and
with other models! and better understanding of swirlin
flows require that relevant control parameters be used~as is
known, proper scaling can cause data to collapse!. Here we
argue that the swirl numberSw is the proper parameter fo
swirling jets and, especially, for thev;1/zn solutions.
Long’s parameterM is suitable for then51 jets only.
Fernandez-Feriaet al.11 use a different parameter,L, which
is the swirl/longitudinal velocity ratio at the outer edge of t
boundary layer. The choice ofL is inappropriate.

First, L is not applicable forn51 becauseL(5A2) is
independent ofM, and thereforeL fails to specify the flow in
this case. Second, it is difficult to precisely locate the ou
edge of a boundary layer in practical flows. Third, in term
of L, the results look odd: two solutions exist forL.L f and
no solution exists forL,L f when 1,n,2, while two solu-

, FIG. 2. Schematic of the problem: the meridional sections of typical stre
surfaces~curves 1 and 2! and separating surfaceS ~the subscripts indicate
values ofn!.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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2870 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 11, November 2000 Shtern, Hussain, and Herrada
tions exist forL,L f and no solution exists forL.L f when
0,n,1 ~folds, which Fernandez-Feriaet al.11 interpreted as
vortex breakdown!.

We propose another characteristic—swirl number Sw
5vfm /vzm, wherevzm andvfm are maximal values of the
longitudinal and swirl velocities at a fixedz ~Fig. 3!. Similar
to M andL, Sw is a flow parameter independent ofz and of
viscosityn. However in contrast toM andL, Sw is relevant
for the entirev;1/zn family. Other significant advantage
are that~i! Sw can be easily extracted from experimen
data, unlikeM andL, and~ii ! Sw is a convenient paramete
for local comparison of thev;1/zn solutions with nonsimilar
flows ~whereSw depends onz!.

The goal of this paper is to show that thev;1/zn flows
have featurescommonfor any n in terms ofSw. These fea-
tures are~a! sharp minimum of the pressure coefficient
nearly the same value ofSw, ~b! similar twofold dependence
of the solutions onSw, ~c! different flow patterns on the fold
branches, and~d! the development of a potential swirl-fre
flow in the separation zone. Note that feature~d! contradicts
the analytical continuation and stagnation-zone conjectu
used in inviscid theories of vortex breakdown~as discussed
in Sec. VII!.

To this end, we formulate the problem in Sec. II, intr
duce suitable parameters~Sec. III!, describe new features o
Long’s jet ~Sec. IV!, show that these features are comm
for the n.1 andn,1 jets as well~Sec. V!, describe how a
potential flow develops in the separation zone~Sec. VI!,
compare the features of similarity jets with inviscid theor
of vortex breakdown~Sec. VII! and with experiment~Sec.
VIII !, and summarize our new results~Sec. IX!.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

To simplify the analysis, we modify the problem formu
lation by Fernandez-Feriaet al.11

A. Governing equations

The boundary layer equations for a near-axis rotation
symmetric flow of a viscous incompressible fluid in the c
lindrical coordinates (r ,f,z),9

FIG. 3. Typical profiles of the axialvz and swirlvf velocities at a fixedz.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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]~rv r !/]r 1]~rvz!/]z50, rG2/r 35]p/]r ,

v r]G/]r 1vz]G/]z5nr ]/]r ~r 21]G/]r !, ~1!

v r]vz /]r 1vz]vz /]z52r21]p/]z1nr 21]~r ]vz /]r !/]r ,

admit the similarity solutions,

vz52nzd22f 8~j!, G521/2nzd21g~j!,

v r5nr 21~2j f 8/m2 f !, m522n,
~2!

p5p`1r~nz!2d24b~j!, j5~r /d!2,

d521/2zm1/m~G`zm21/n!21/m.

HereG5rvf , r is the density,n is the kinematic viscosity,
(v r ,vf ,vz) are the velocity components,d;z1/m is the
boundary layer thickness, the prime denotes differentiat
with respect toj, G`zm21/n is a kind of Reynolds number
and G` is a dimensional constant. In the particular casen
5m51, G` is a circulation value far away from the axis
G→G` as j→`. The dimensionless functionsb, g, and f
replace pressurep, circulationG, and the Stokes stream func
tion C5nz f, respectively.

Substituting ~2! in ~1! yields the ordinary differential
equations

j2b85g2,

2jg95~121/m!g f 82 f g8, ~3!

2~j f 9!81~2/m21! f 821 f f 91~2m!21

3@~22m!b1g2/j#50.

Note thatg here, in contrast togF5(2/j)1/2g(j) used by
Fernandez-Feriaet al.,11 is an analytical function ofj; this
feature ofg eases calculations because both the equations~3!
and the boundary conditions~described below! are simpler
than those in Ref. 11.

B. Boundary conditions

The requirement that the viscous terms in~3! become
negligible asj→` yields

f→jm/2 and 2jg81~m21!g→0 as j→`. ~4!

The requirement that the velocity is bounded on the a
j50, yields

f 50, g50, and

2 f 91~2/m21! f 821~2m!21~22m!b50 at j50.
~5!

In addition, we use the condition

f 8~0!5 f 1 , ~6!

wheref 1 is an intermediate free parameter. Equations~3! and
boundary conditions~4!–~6! constitute a closed mathemat
cal problem.

C. Numerical procedure

Depending on parameter values, we use two algorith
to solve the problem numerically. In the first algorithm, i
tegration starts fromj50 with conditions~5! and ~6! and
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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FIG. 4. Dependence ofVa5va /vzm and pressure (Cp)
and head (CH) coefficients on swirl numberSw for ~a!
n50.5, ~b! n51, and~c! n51.1.
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guessed values ofb~0! andg8~0!. Resolving the 0/0 indeter
minacies in~3! yields the highest derivatives atj50, as fol-
lows:

f-5@~124/m! f 8 f 92~2m!21@~22m!b81g82##/4,

b85g82 and g9521/~2m!g8 f 8.

The integration runs fromj50 to j5j f ~typically we take
j f5104!, and theng8~0! andb~0! are adjusted~with the help
of the Newton shooting procedure! to satisfy~4! at j5j f .

The second algorithm is for two-cell flows where th
inter-cell boundary,j5js , is far from the axis (js@1). In
this case, we integrate~3! from j5js in both directions, to
j50 and toj5j f , using f (js)50, f 8(js)5 f 1 , and guessed
values off 9, b, g, andg8 at j5js . Then the guessed value
are adjusted to satisfy~4! ~at j5j f! and ~5!.

After solving the problem, we calculate the paramet
described below, which characterize important kinematic
dynamic features of swirling jets.

III. COMMON PARAMETERS OF SWIRLING JETS

To compare then.1, n51, andn,1 solutions~whose
features were found by Fernandez-Feriaet al.11 to differ
markedly in terms ofL!, we introduce new flow characteris
tics. Fortunately, swirling jets allow suitable common para
eters based on their similar features in velocity and pres
distributions. An important characteristic is the swirl numb
Sw5vfm /vzm ~introduced in Sec. I! which we use as acon-
trol parameter. Recall thatvfm is the maximum swirl veloc-
ity at z5const ~Fig. 3!; the maximum location indicates
boundary of the vortex core of the swirling motion in th
consolidated jets. TheSw value shows the strength of th
swirl compared with the meridional motion within the je
Since the maximum longitudinal velocity atz5const is not
necessarily located atr 50, one usefulresultantcharacteris-
tic is Va5va /vzm, where va is the velocity on the axis
~Fig. 3!.

Both Va andSw describe only the flow kinematics; w
also apply the pressure coefficientCp to characterize the
flow dynamics. A strong drop in pressure is typical of swi
ing jets and contributes to the vortex lift of delta wings a
to the refrigerating~Ranque! effect in vortex tubes. Here thi
important feature is accounted for byCp5(pa2p`)/em ; pa
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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and p` are pressure values both on, and far away from,
axis, whileem is the maximum of the local kinetic energy
e5rv2/2, at a fixedz. Therefore,Cp estimates the pressur
drop per unit dynamic head. In addition, we useCH5(pa

2p`1rva
2/2)/em to evaluate the hydraulic head on the ax

Althoughpa2p` , em , andva are functions ofz, Cp andCH

arez independent and thereforeCp andCH are global char-
acteristics of thev;1/zn flows. These parameters can b
calculated for nonsimilar flows~e.g., for swirling flows
above delta wings, in tubes, and in vortex chambers! as well
and, in addition, these parameters can be easily meas
experimentally. In nonsimilar flows, however,Va , Sw, Cp ,
andCH vary with z, in contrast to the similarity jets studie
here.

IV. NEW FEATURES OF THE LONG JET

It is instructive first to reconsider then51 solutions in
terms of the new parameters. Figure 4 shows that the de
dence ofVa , Cp , and CH on Sw is twofold. The curve
Va(Sw) has three characteristic points. Along the upp
branches,Va51 for small Sw. This corresponds to a con
solidated jet with the maximum,vzm, located on the axis of
symmetry~e.g., see Fig. 13!. Such a velocity distribution is
typical of swirling flows well upstream of vortex
breakdown.12

As Sw increases beyond some threshold value, the m
mum of vz moves away from the axis; there is now a loc
minimumof vz ~Fig. 5!. Thus,Va becomes less than 1, e.g
while passing pointA as Sw increases along the uppe
branch of curveVa(Sw) in Fig. 4~b!; symbolA denotes the
transformation of a consolidated jet~whereVa51! into an
annular jet ~where Va,1!. Annular jets occur upstream,13

downstream,14 and between15 vortex breakdown bubbles.
Moving further along curveVa(Sw) in Fig. 4, we en-

counter a qualitative change in flow pattern whenVa be-
comes negative~e.g., see thevz profile in Fig. 8!. The flow
reverses near the axis and becomes two-cellular~Fig. 2!. The
flow reversal occurs at pointS in Fig. 4~b!; symbolSdenotes
flow separationfrom the axis.

On the curves in Fig. 4~b!, Sw reaches its maximum
Swf50.661 at thefolds, e.g., at pointF whereVa50.447 on
curve Va(Sw). If Sw increases beyond its fold valueSwf ,
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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the flow abruptly transforms into a very different sta
~which differs from the near-axis jet and therefore requi
another approach, see Refs. 8 and 16!.

On the lower branch of curveVa(Sw), Va reaches its
minimum at pointM in Fig. 4~b!, where the reversed flow i
the strongest. AsSw→0 along the lower branch,Va also
tends to zero approaching the asymptoteVa52Sw shown
by the broken line in Fig. 4~b!; this asymptote follows from
the analytical solution found in Ref. 8.

Note that asSw→0 along the lower branch of curv
Va(Sw) in Fig. 4~b!, the location of thevz maximum moves
far away from the axis~see Sec. VI!, rendering the boundary
layer approach invalid. The boundary layer approach a
fails to capture other folds and solution branches descri
by the full Navier–Stokes equations.8

Despite these limitations, the boundary layer appro
helps us to reveal a new important feature of near-axis je
the existence of theCp minimum, as Fig. 4 shows. In Fig
4~b!, the minimum ofCp(521.027) occurs in the annula
jet without flow reversal@Fig. 5~b!# at Sw50.6515 andVa

50.696, a point located on curveVa(Sw) above the fold.
The finding of the velocity profiles andSw at which Cp

reaches its minimum can be utilized to enhance the vo
lift of delta wings and to achieve the deepest adiabatic co
ing in the Ranque tubes. To this end, the flow region c
taining theCp minimum should be appropriately enlarged
each device—for example, by proper blowing on de
wings, and by shaping the side wall of vortex tubes.

The Cp minimum has a clear physical reason. AsSw
→0 along the lower branch of curveCp ~note that the uppe
branch of curveVa corresponds to the upper branch of cur
CH , but to the lower branch of curveCp in Fig. 4!, the jet
tends to the Schlichting~swirl-free! jet ~this limiting transi-
tion is uniform for velocity, but is not uniform for stream
function!. Pressure is constant across this jet; more precis
pa2p` is a small positive quantity proportional to Re21.
This yields thatCp→0 andCH→1 asSw→0 ~see the lower
branch of curveCp and the upper branch of curveCH in Fig.
4!. In contrast,pa2p` is negative in jets with strong swirl, a
consequence of cyclostrophic balance.

As Sw decreases along the other branch, the maxim
of vf moves away from the axis and its value decreases@e.g.,
see Figs. 8~a! and 8~b!#. Sincep`2pa5*0

`(rvf
2 /r )dr, this

FIG. 5. Profiles of velocitiesvz and vf , pressurep, and headH, corre-
sponding to theCp minimum in Fig. 4.
Downloaded 14 Apr 2006 to 129.7.158.43. Redistribution subject to AIP
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yields a decrease inp`2pa , and thus againCp→0 asSw
→0. Therefore,Cp reaches its~negative! minimum at a cer-
tain Sw ~which appears to be very close toSwf!.

It is interesting thatCH also tends to zero along th
lower branch of curveVa , even more rapidly than doesCp .
A reason is that the flow becomes irrotational inside the n
axis cell ~see Sec. VI! where the head is constant and equ
to its ambient value, i.e.,CH50. We show in Sec. V that a
similar effect occurs in thenÞ1 flows as well.

It is important to know what flow pattern corresponds
the Cp minimum. Figure 5 shows the velocity componen
vz andvf , pressurep, and headH5p2p`1rv2/2 as func-
tions of h5j1/25r /d ~which is a scaled polar angle! at a
fixed z. Herevz andvf are normalized byvzm, while p and
H are normalized byem , all of which served to make the
curves in Fig. 5z independent. It is interesting that at theCp

minimum, vz , vf , and H have their maxima at nearly th
same distance from the axis.

Near the axis, the pressure drop exceeds the kinetic
ergy providing the negative total headH for smallh. As one
moves away from the axis, the pressure drop decreases w
the kinetic energy increases, causing theH growth and
change in sign. Ash further increases, passing theem loca-
tion ~near thevz maximum in Fig. 5!, H decreases. Far awa
from the axis,H becomes negligibly small compared with i
characteristic values inside the vortex core.

V. COMPARISON WITH THE nÅ1 FLOWS

Figures 4 and 5 show that the results forn50.5 ~a!, n
51 ~b!, andn51.1 ~c! are qualitatively the same. Even nu
merical values of key characteristics are similar. For e
ample, the minimum ofCp520.998 occurs atSw50.6495
and Va50.740 forn51.1; these numbers are very close
those forn51. For n50.5, the minimum ofCp521.378
occurs atSw50.649 andVa50.483. Interestingly, theSw
value corresponding to theCp minimum is nearly invariant,
althoughCp andVa vary remarkably.

It is instructive to compareCp for the v;z2n jets with
Cp for the Rankine vortex, a widely used reference case.17–19

The Rankine vortex is an exact solution of the Euler eq
tions where the swirl velocity depends only onr, viz.:

vf5vfmr /r c

for r<r c and vf5vfmr c /r for r c<r ,`.

The pressure distribution in the Rankine vortex is

p5p`2rvfm
2 ~12 1

2r
2/r c

2! for r<r c

and

p5p`2 1
2rvfm

2 r c
2/r 2 for r c<r ,`.

This yields Cp522 (Sw and Va are not applicable since
vz50 in the Rankine vortex!.

As the Rankine vortex isz independent, it corresponds t
n50 in thev;z2n family of similarity solutions. Our results
show that theCp minimum decreases withn, and, asn→0,
Cp tends to22, i.e., to its value for the Rankine vortex
~However, note that if we scale the pressure drop,pa2p` ,
using not the total kinetic energyem but the swirl kinetic
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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energy1
2rvfm

2 , then this modified pressure coefficient wou
be nearlySw22 timesCp .! In practical vortex chambers nea
the endwall where a swirling jet develops, a typical value
theCp minimum,Cpm , is close to21 ~which corresponds to
n'1 in the thev;z2n family!, althoughCpm depends on
the chamber geometry.20,21

To clearly demonstrate that the swirling jets have co
mon features forn.1, n51, andn,1, Fig. 6 gathers the
Va(Sw) data forn50.5, 1, and 1.1. The curves are obvious
quite similar. The most significant difference occurs in t
vicinity of Sw5Va50. The n51 curve has the linear as
ymptote, Va52Sw, while the derivative of function
Va(Sw) at Sw50 seems to be zero forn,1 and infinite for
n.1. However, the boundary layer approach is invalid in
vicinity of Sw5Va50 ~as discussed in Sec. IV!.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative results on the param
plane (n,Sw). CurvesF, S, and A are projections of the

FIG. 6. Comparison of curvesVa(Sw) for the n values shown near the
curves.

FIG. 7. Map of flow states on the parameter plane.
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corresponding points@e.g., as shown in Figs. 4~b! and 6# and
indicate fold~F!, flow separation~S!, and the transition from
consolidated jets to annular jets~A!. According to the two-
branch curves in Fig. 6, the plane in Fig. 7 is twofold, as
arrows illustrate. AsSw increases along the lower arro
directed upward, the jet is consolidated; inset 1 shows a p
file of vz(r ) at a fixedz. Along the next two arrows, the jet i
annular with apositiveminimum of vz at the axis~inset 2!.
Along the last~downward! arrow, the flow is two cellular
andvz has anegativeminimum on the axis~inset 3!. If Sw
decreases further, the flow becomes irrotational near the a
as discussed below in more detail.

VI. DEVELOPMENT OF A POTENTIAL FLOW IN THE
SEPARATION ZONE

While it is known that the inviscid flow is swirl-free an
potential in the near-axis cell of two-cell flows~see Refs. 8
and 22 forn51 and Ref. 16 fornÞ1!, we show below how
this feature appears asSw varies. Figures 8~a! and 8~b! de-
pict the profiles for the lower branch of then50.5 curve in
Fig. 6 and for~a! Sw50.203,hs510 and~b! Sw50.117,
hs520; h5hs is the boundary of the separation zone whe
the stream function is zero,f (hs)50. Comparison of Figs.
8~a! and 8~b! clearly demonstrates that, asSw decreases,~i!
the width of the separation zone increases,~ii ! vf and H
vanish near the axis, and~iii ! vz becomes uniform in the
reversed flow. We do not show thep distribution in Fig. 8~b!
because the pressure drop is so small (Cp520.023) that the
corresponding curve nearly merges with the zero line. Th
the flow becomes irrotational near the axis as the separa
zone expands for then,1 solutions. Figure 8~c! shows the
similar profiles atn51.1,Sw50.246 (hs514.3). Again,vf

andH vanish whilevz is uniform in the reversed flow.
It is striking that the reversed flow can remain irrot

tional even in a very narrow separation zone. We find t
effect for then.1 solutions. Figure 9 shows the dependen
of the thicknesshs of the separation zone onSw along the
lower branch of theVa(Sw) curve forn51.1 @Fig. 4~c!#. As
Sw decreases,hs first increases up tohs514.37 at Sw
50.24 and then decreases. Figure 10 shows the velocity
files for the solutions with the samehs55 at ~a! Sw
50.515 and~b! Sw50.158 ~see Fig. 9!. In the separation

FIG. 8. Profiles for the two-cell flow at~a! n50.5 andSw50.203, ~b! n
50.5 andSw50.117, and~c! n51.1 andSw50.246.
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2874 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 12, No. 11, November 2000 Shtern, Hussain, and Herrada
zone, the flow is vortical in Fig. 10~a!, but potential in Fig.
10~b! where the jet is very thin and the flow reverses on b
sides of the jet. AsSw further decreases, the jet becomes
viscous sublayer of a significantly smaller thickness than
of the basic boundary layer; in particular, the distance
tween thevz zeroes@Fig. 10~b!# becomes small compare
with hs . Presumably, this developing singularity asSw→0
indicates that the flow becomes nonsimilar.

Thus we have found thaths is limited for n.1, but
grows without a limit forn<1. This agrees with the result
by Fernandez-Feriaet al.16 that the potential flow of the
O(1) thickness can be matched with an outer vortical fl
only for n<1. In then.1 case, no boundary layer solutio
~from the v;1/zn family! exists which can match thes
flows. Here we have revealed two reasons for this featur

FIG. 9. Thicknesshs of the near-axis cell versusSwalong the lower branch
of the Va(Sw) curve in Fig. 4~c!.

FIG. 10. Velocity profiles atn51.1 andhs55 for ~a! Sw50.515 and~b!
Sw50.153.
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the n.1 inviscid flows: ~i! the thickness of the separatio
zone is limited to the viscous scale~e.g.,hs,15 atn51.1!,
and ~ii ! the viscous sublayer develops within the near-a
boundary layer.

It can thus be seen that the tendency for the rever
flow to become irrotational occurs for both then,1 solu-
tions and then.1 solutions. For then51 flows, this effect
is well known: it was found first in the Long boundar
layer22 and then for solutions of the full Navier–Stoke
equations.8 To discuss this effect, we address here the p
ticular entire-domain flow which is relevant in the context
this paper. To imitate the delta-wing vortex, consider a fl
induced by a half-line vortex of circulationG0 located at the
negativez axis in an infinite fluid. The vortex singularity
models a consolidated part of the vortex, upstream of vor
breakdown. The flow downstream can be either consolida
or two cell. As Re5G0 /n→`, the analytical solution for the
two-cell flow is as follows:8

g51, c5 1
2$~11x!@3xs112~31xs!x#/~11xs!%

1/2,

q52 1
4@3xs112~12xs!x#/@~11xs!~12x2!#

for 21,x,xs ,

and

g50, c52 1
2~12x!@~11xs!/~12xs!#

1/2,
~7!

q52 1
4~11xs!~12xs!

21~12x!21 for xs,x,1.

Here, g5G/G0 , c5C/(r spG0), x5z/r sp , r sp5(r 2

1z2)1/2, andx5xs is a conical surface separating the cel
Figure 11 shows streamlines of the meridional motion at
separating angleuc545° (xs5cosuc). The near-axis cell in
Fig. 11 resembles the conical breakdown observed
Sarpkaya23 ~for nÞ1, the separating surfaceS is curved, as
shown in Fig. 2!. Solution~7! explicitly demonstrates that in
the separation zone (xs,x<1), the swirl is absent and th
meridional motion is potential. Fernandez-Feriaet al.16

proved that the flow must be potential in the near-axis cel

FIG. 11. Meridional section~f5const! of stream surfaces for solution~7! at
xs50.707.
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two-cell solutions of the Euler equations for thenÞ1 flows
as well. Thus, this feature is valid not only for the near-a
boundary layers~as shown in this section! but also for full-
domain flows. Now we compare this fact with the conje
tures used in inviscid theories of vortex breakdown.

VII. COMPARISON WITH CONJECTURES MADE IN
INVISCID THEORIES

The steady Euler equations for axisymmetric inco
pressible flows can be reduced to the form,

r ]/]r ~r 21]C/]r !1]2C/]z25r 2 dH/dC2G dG/dC,

which is often referred as the Bragg–Hawthorne or Squi
Long equation~although it was used significantly earlier b
Meissel24!. FunctionsH(C) andG~C! are defined by inflow
boundary conditions outside, but are undetermined insid
separation zone. Some inviscid theories of vortex breakdo
involve conjectures that~i! H(C) andG~C! can be analyti-
cally continued17,25 or ~ii ! fluid stagnates18,19,26 in the sepa-
ration zone.

Both of these conjectures,~i! and~ii !, appear invalid for
the swirling flows considered here. In particular, the anal
cal solution ~7! yields thatG5H50 inside the separation
zone (xs,x,1, whereC,0!, while G5G05const andH
5 1

2rG0
4C22 outside the separation zone (x,xs , where

C.0! as Re→`. Figure 12 illustrates this result, presentin
H/p`(H5H1p`) and G/G0 versusC inside ~C,0! and
outside~C.0! the recirculatory zone~RZ!.

The flow does not stagnate inside the separation zo
althoughG5H50 there. The inviscid solutions are singul
at the surface separating the cells, and there is a bound
layer solution smoothing this singularity. Thev;z2n flow is
vortical outside the separation zone, whereH5 1

2K1(m
22)21C224/m andG5KC121/m; K1 andK are constants.16

FIG. 12. Typical dependence of headH and circulationG on stream func-
tion C for thev;1/zn flows inside~C,0! and outside~C.0! recirculation
zone RZ.
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These features agree with our results concerning both
entire-domain flows atn51 and the near-axis jets of anyn
~Sec. VI!.

Thus, the inviscid limit reveals that~i! H(C) andGd(C)
have jumps at the boundary of separation zone—which c
tradicts the analytical-continuation conjecture;~ii ! swirl is
absent in the separation zone—which seems to agree
the stagnation-zone model; and~iii ! the meridional motion in
the separation zone is irrotational and is of the same ma
tude as the outside the separation zone—whichcontradicts
the stagnation-zone model.

The fact that the stagnation model is invalid for thev
;1/zn flows does not necessarily mean that this model c
not be applied in other cases. For swirling flows in pip
there are theoretical arguments,19,26 as well as experimenta
evidence, in favor of the stagnation model. Note that
separation zones in thev;1/zn flows are semi-infinite do-
mains which expand downstream and have jet-like flows
the boundaries. These solutions do not capture the vor
breakdown ‘‘bubbles’’ and semi-infinite cylindrical domain
typical of pipe flows. Therefore, although our results de
nitely reveal a limitation of the stagnation and analytic
continuation models~namely, their invalidity for thev
;1/zn flows!, these models could nonetheless be useful
other flows.

The inviscid models, however, fail to explain one impo
tant effect—the strong flow acceleration upstream of vor
breakdown and the formation of swirling jets within vorte
cores above delta wings and in slightly diverging pipes.
contrast, thev;1/zn solutions capture this feature, as show
in Sec. VIII, where we compare the theoretical and expe
mental velocity distributions in the consolidated vortex co

VIII. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

Earnshaw measurements27 of the velocity distribution
above delta wings clearly demonstrate that the cores
leading-edge vortices are swirling jets. Upstream of vor
breakdown, the profile of the longitudinal velocity across t
core peaks sharply, and the maximum velocity is nearly th
times the free stream velocity. Menke and Gursul12 confirm
this observation and also state that the maximum can be e
as high as five times the free stream velocity. Sarpkaya
Novak28 find a similar effect for a swirling flow in a diverg
ing pipe: the maximum of the longitudinal velocity in a vo
tex core is 3.5 times the velocity far from the core.

Such strong flow acceleration in vortex cores occurs d
to the self-focusing mechanism: the swirl induces a press
drop near the axis, thus attracting other streamlines and
creasingva , and flow convergence further focuses the sw
This positive feedback causes a vortex-sink-type accum
tion of axial and angular momenta near the axis.29 As the
radial gradients ofvz andvf increase, strong~turbulent! dif-
fusion develops and finally balances the accumulation. T
saturated value ofva depends on effective viscosityn t : va

increases asn t decreases. Since turbulence~andn t! typically
diminishes in an accelerating flow, the cumulative effect c
be very strong; this explains the high velocity peaks o
served in experiments.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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Taking into account the jet-like character of the co
upstream of vortex breakdown, we now compare the exp
mental profiles ofvz and vf with those resulting from the
v;1/zn solutions. Comparing the laminar theory with a tu
bulent practical flow, we interpretn as the uniform eddy
viscosityn t ~following Schlichting who did this for the swirl-
free round jet9!. While the theory treats rotationally symme
ric flows, vortex cores above delta wings are remarka
asymmetric: thevf maximum on one side of the vortex ax
is 1.5 times the maximum on the opposite side, accordin
the Menke and Gursul measurements.12 For this reason, we
here compare the theoretical profiles with the quite symm
ric data by Sarpkaya and Novak: the symbols in Fig. 13
extracted from Fig. 4~a! of their paper.28 Thesevz and vf

profiles were measured atz/D51.8, i.e., substantially up
stream of the vortex breakdown location atz/D52.8 ~D be-
ing the pipe inlet diameter!. The curves in Fig. 13 are th
theoretical results atn51.233 andSw50.543 ~chosen to
better fit experimental data!. The velocitiesvz and vf are
normalized byva , and the radial coordinate is normalized b
the core radius,r c , which corresponds to thevf maximum.

The agreement looks satisfactory inside the core, es
cially for swirl velocity. However, the experimentalvz pro-
file is sharper near the axis, compared with the theoret
~laminar! profile, as typical for turbulent jets.9 One reason is
that the eddy viscosity is not uniform within the core~the
viscosity maximum is located away from the axis!. ~Our pre-
liminary results show that the Prandtl mixing-length mod
n t5 l 2 dvz /dr, better fits the experiment, similar to the ca
of the non-swirling jet.9 However such turbulence modelin
is outside the scope of this paper.! Away from the core, the
experimental and theoretical results diverge. Asr /r c in-
creases,vz saturates to its ambientnonzerovaluevz0 ~see the
horizontal line in Fig. 13! in the experiment, while in theory
vz goes to zero asr /r c→`.

Consider now the twofold character ofSw for the v

FIG. 13. Comparison of the velocity profiles from the experiment~Ref. 28!
~symbols! and the theory~curves! at n51.233 andSw50.543.
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;1/zn jets in the context of experimental observations. F
example, in the Sarpkaya and Novak experiment,28 Sw
50.54 at z/D51.8 ~upstream of vortex breakdown! and
Sw50.18 atz/D54 ~downstream of vortex breakdown! in
the same flow. These data give a quantitative estimate
how the flow separation affects theSw value. Above a delta
wing, a local value ofSw first increases~together with cir-
culation! downstream of the wing tip, but then drops as vo
tex breakdown develops. Therefore, two different local flo
states~upstream and downstream of vortex breakdown! have
the same value ofSw. Thus, the twofold dependence ofSw
has clear physical reasons and agrees with experimenta
sults.

The rangeSw,0.7 ~Fig. 7! is a limitation of the v
;1/zn solutions, asSw can significantly exceed 1 in som
regions of practical flows. For example,Sw is of O(10) for
a flow induced by a rotating endwall inside a sealed cyl
drical container.30 Also, Sw is large near the inlets of vorte
chambers and in the Ranque tubes, where the swirl do
nates the axial flow. In contrast,Sw,1 in the entire flow
domain above delta wings, in outflows of vortex chamb
and tubes, and in tornadoes, although swirl is strong in th
flows. For example, vortex breakdown in the near field
swirling jets occurs atSw'0.65– 0.7; this experimental re
sult of Billant et al.31 agrees with the fold value ofSw pre-
dicted here~curveF in Fig. 7!.

To summarize: thev;1/zn solutions provide a satisfac
tory approximation of the velocity distribution in a vorte
core, although these solutions cannot model the entire ve
ity field of practical flows. Because of this serious limitatio
of these similarity solutions, the practical applicability of th
feature, thatCp has a sharp minimum, needs further theor
ical and experimental studies.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

~1! A common feature of thev;z2n jets is the twofold de-
pendence on swirl numberSw: for any n, two solutions
exist for Sw,Swf and no solution exists forSw
.Swf .

~2! As Sw decreases along the upper branch, the flow
comes more consolidated near the axis and the role
swirl diminishes.

~3! As Sw decreases along the lower branch, the flow b
comes two cellular. The role of swirl is crucial for thi
flow development despite the fact thatSw is small.

~4! As Sw further decreases, the flow inside the separat
zone becomes swirl-free and irrotational.

~5! Neither the analytical continuation nor the stagnati
zone model is valid for these flows.

~6! The thickness of the separation zone is bounded in
boundary layer scale forn.1, but can become ofO(1)
for n<1.

~7! The pressure coefficient has the sharp minimum atSw
'0.65 in a wide range ofn. The corresponding flow is
the annular jet without flow reversal.
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